We study the fixed point algebra &" of a UHF algebra 21 under a periodic automorphism a of product type. We show an example of $l a which is simple and has more than two tracial states and we characterize the case where 91* has only one tracial state. Next we show that $i ff is a UHF algebra if and only if 21 is generated by an infinite family of mutually commuting a-invariant type I P subfactors whose fixed point algebras are abelian and by a UHF subalgebra of 21" which commutes with the former (where p denotes the period of a).
§ 1. Introduction E. Stermer [7] showed that the even CAR algebra is isomorphic to the CAR algebra itself. The CAR algebra is the UHF algebra of type (2 n ) and the even CAR algebra is the fixed point algebra of the CAR algebra under a specific periodic automorphism with period 2.
In this note we study the fixed point algebra 3l a of a UHF algebra 51 under a periodic automorphism OL of product type with period p, where a is of product type if 3( is the C*-tensor product of finite type I factors 2I n and a is the product of o^GEAutSSt,,. The case studied by Stermer corresponds to p -2 and 9l n of type I 2 . In general §I a is not necessarily a UHF algebra. In Theorem 4. 4, we give several equivalent conditions that 9l a is a UHF algebra. In particular, this is the case if and only if (2J, a) is isomorphic to (9i 0 (X)8tp, C®a p ) where 31 0 is a UHF algebra, C is the identity map and (2l p , a p ) is the following specific example:
Let M be the full pXp matrix algebra and £y(i, j = l, '-',p) its matrix units. Let a be the periodic automorphism of M with period p implemented by the unitary ex.-p(2nip~l2ke kk ). We let 2L be the C*-
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tensor product of countably infinite copies of M and (X. p the corresponding product automorphism of OL.
The other main result in this note is the characterization of the case where 2I a has a unique tracial state, given in Theorem 3. 10. One of the characterizations is that 2I 1 * contains sufficiently large UHF subalgebras in the following sense: For any £^>0 there exist a projection e of 21 a with r(e)>l -e, a UHF subalgebra 33 with e as identity and a sequence {e n } of projections of S3 with r(O~~>^(^) as n~>0° such that any x of 21 a has a sequence {.r n }cS3 satisfying \e n xe n~xn \->0
as ft->oo, where r is the unique tracial state of SI.
It has been shown in [6] Let G be a compact abelian group and let (21^, G, <2 (ri) ) be a sequence of C*-dynamical systems, i.e. 2l n is a C*-algebra with 1 and a (n} is a continuous homomorphism of G into Aut 21^. Let 21 be the infinite C*-tensor product of 2I n , 7X = 1, 2, ••-, and let o: g be the automorphism (g)a, (B> of 21 for each geG. Then (21, G, a) is a C*-dynamical system.
The F (pi) is defined to be the intersection of Sp(<2|S3) where S3 runs over all non-zero a-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebras of 21 [5] . For each t^G let N t be the set consisting of n such that Sp£K Cn) ~Bt.
Let H be the set of t such that the cardinality of N t is infinite. 
where <^ • )> denotes the mean. 
where the products are taken over {j'e N s \m<Lj<^n}. The right hand side converges to zero as ft->oo if and only if
Before going into discussions of our main result in this section we first show that Condition 3. 2 does not depend on the choice of (2l n , a n ), To prove the last assertion, let g n be a function on Z v for each n = Q, 1, 2, ••• such that g n (j) =r(^( n) ) with e t (n} being the identity of M n>t .
In particular g 0 (0) =1 and gr 0 (0 =0 for ^^0. Then {gj satisfies that Then we can show that T n f n =f n - 1 . For example when TZ^TZj-fl, (T n f n )(t) 
= (f(p(t) -\-p(x n -^) -p(S(n

Proof.
As we have remarked above the lemma, the direct summands of 21 (7? Remark 3. 12 Let g be a positive integer such that q devides p.
Then there is an example (31, OL) where 3X ff is simple and has q extremal tracial states. Let 3l n be a type I nt factor and let a n be the automorphism of 2l ft implemented by e^p{2mp~1e n } where e n is a one-dimensional projection of 31^ if n is odd and e n is a # times ^2/2-dimensional projection of 3l n if n is even. We consider the system (31 = (X)3l rej a = (^)a n ) . (i) 3l*({i})nq^0, 
